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Abstract
The aim of this Review was to show based on recent microfluidics developments how it could be incorporated within new Advanced Clinical Research for Future 
Nanomedicine treatments the design of versatile Micro and Nanodevices. These developments were done by a control of the Nanoscale for applications from 
Nanophotonics to Genomics, Biophotonics and Drug Delivery studies accompanied with enhanced Imaging resolutions and faster diagnosis and treatments. In 
addition, it was discussed the last Noble Prize in Physics 2018 related with Laser phenomena and development of instrumentation for Medical applications as 
individual Biostructure trapping and eye chirurgical interventions. By this manner the main goal of this short Review was to give an opinion about the state of the 
Art of Microfluidics to Nanofluidics with incorporation of Lasers in different optical approaches, applications and Future perspectives.
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Introduction
In this Review it was discussed and showed how from accurate 
control of Nanoparticles synthesis, for Nanophotonics and 
Biophotonics, joined to in Flow methodologies it could be tracked from 
Micro-structures and Nanoplatforms for Biodetection, Biological event 
tracking and molecular detection. 
In flow methodologies as Cytometry and Imaging Cytometry [1] 
were used for different applications as Cell counting, Biostructure 
discrimination, and it was even applied for immune-phenotyping 
to trigger signal processing [2]. This available Instrumentation in 
Research and Clinical Laboratories showed to be an important tool. 
However enhanced detection approaches are of high interest based 
on the combination of targeted Multifunctional Nanoparticles, and In 
Flow methodologies. But, new In Flow methodologies are in progress 
as Microfluidics and Nanofluidics coupled to Advanced Optical 
instrumentation as well. These reduced sizes channels of few micro-
meters to nanometres diameters and millimetres lengths, permitted the 
synthesis and incorporation of reduced sizes of Nanoparticles within 
confined volumes for enhanced resolutions. In this manner it was 
required lower samples volumes and smaller quantities of reagents for 
improved resolutions depending of needs and Optical set-ups applied. 
Moreover, based on needs of different signal detection and 
transductions for all the mentioned applications it was discussed 
Enhanced Wave signal propagation within Waveguides for Micro- and 
Nanodevice fabrications. 
In addition it was discussed Futures perspectives of these In 
Flow Advanced methodologies from Nano-Optical applications 
as characterizations of new Nanomaterials to Precision Medicine 
applications as Genomics, Neurophotonics, and controlled Drug 
Delivery within the Brain. 
Control of the nanoscale
The control of the Nanoscale by different méthodologies, as for 
example in colloidal dispersion by chemical methodologies and over 
surfaces with high Energy Laser applications as Micro and Nano-
lithography techniques; permitted the fabrication of Multi-functional 
Nanoplatforms and Patterned surfaces.
It is of our interest the design and synthesis of Nanoparticles 
with different chemical modifications accompanied with enhanced 
Luminescent properties and targeted functionalities as Biomolecular 
detection, Biolabelling and Biostructure tracking within Nanophotonics 
and Biophotonics Fields [3]. In particular, it was of our interest 
the development of silver and gold Core-shell nanoparticles with 
Ultraluminescent properties applied for DNA detection and tracking 
of individual Biostructures based on Metal Enhanced Fluorescence 
(MEF). This phenomenon consisted in the generation of high Energy 
electromagnetic fields from the metallic surfaces by Laser excitation, 
named as Plasmons, which produced increased excitation of the 
fluorescent reporters at close distances within intervals of distances of 
nanometer (nm). In order to control these lengths were applied Silica 
shells, organic polymer spacers, Biomolecules, and antibodies, etc. 
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these channels (Figure 2). In these dimensions, small Nanoparticles 
could be passed through for different types of studies (Figure 2) as 
well as Biostructures as Cells, Bacteria, Virus, etc.
Based on these Chips it was reported many applications; but 
it could be highlighted the following recent examples from the 
application of these microdevices with micro-pumps and optical 
detections systems coupled or incorporated in standard commercial 
instrumentation as In Flow Cytometry as well. It could be mentioned, 
from the synthesis of nanoparticles within confined spaces with 
minimal volumes of reactants [7], to bioanalytical flow cells for biofilm 
studies [8], Microfluidic flow confinement to avoid chemotaxis-based 
upstream growth [9], and Bioanalytical applications as Biostructure 
Counting [10], and Biological events detection as well [11]. However, 
The strategies assayed for molecular detection was the application of 
Fluorescent labellers, Plasmonic recognition and signal transduction 
within the near field and Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 
(FRET) coupling as well. But in addition to these phenomena it was 
required different spectroscopic techniques, methodologies and specific 
optical instrumentation set ups for signals tracking. By this manner 
for faster diagnosis and treatments the generation of Bioimaging with 
enhanced In Flow resolution based on Fluorescence was used. 
In flow cytometry coupled to lasers and enhanced fluo-
rescence and imaging detection
In Flow methodologies as Cytometry showed to be very useful 
for cell, bacteria counting and Biological event tracking as well; but 
the incorporation of imaging detection systems showed better results. 
However, the incorporation of optimized optical lens within In Flow 
Cytometry systems coupled to cameras for Imaging recording permitted 
improved single nanoparticles tracking and small Nanoaggregates 
formed by few nanoparticles analysis. Based on this Enhanced 
resolution Imaging flow cytometry (IFC) experimental set-up [4], as 
for example for genomics applications, it was detected the SRY gen 
related with sex-genre determination [5] (Figure 1).
Moreover, it was of our interest the design and synthesis of Silica 
Nanoplatforms with supramolecular systems, used as mimetics 
systems of antibodies antigens interactions, by molecular complexation 
of targeted Organic Fluorescent molecules. Then, it was evaluated 
their applications for Fluorescent molecular reporter detection by 
commercial In Flow Cytometry with Laser excitation and Fluorescence 
detection on Individual Nanoplatforms. In this manner, it was observed 
a linear relationship between the signal recording and Fluorescent event 
counting from variable concentrations added of the targeted Fluorescent 
reporter within a colloidal dispersion of modified Silica Nanoplatforms. 
It was demonstrated how these Nanoarchitectures could be applied in 
Flow methodologies to Biomolecular tracking applications. Further 
experiments are in progress in order to validate this mentioned proof of 
concept for biomolecules and labelled Biostructures.
It should be highlighted that from the practical point of view In 
Flow methodologies showed to be low consumable cost, low real sample 
volumes required, with faster detection for early diagnosis. For these 
reasons from the use of Micro-capillaries by In Flow Cytometry [6] 
to the use of controlled reduced sizes of microfluidics to Nanofluidics 
dimensions new approaches of instrumentations coupled to different 
optical set-ups are in progress depending of requirements of samples 
and properties to be measured accompanied with higher Analytical 
performances.
Microfluidics
Different materials and Fabrication methodologies were 
developed for Microfluidics fabrication. It could be mentioned soft 
lithography and PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) as most applied 
technique and material used respectively. However, it was applied 
many other organic polymers and hybrid layers deposition depending 
of needs and applications too. In this manner lower volume channels 
were designed and joined by different bonding techniques. Sizes from 
few to hundreds of micrometres and variable designs from crossing 
channels to multi-channels Chips, on silanized substrates of few cm2 
surfaces, with variable volumes for different variable time of residence 
of the fluids were reported. And by this way as for example few 
microliters (µL) as 2.0-5.0 µL intervals, it was possible passed through 
 
Figure 1. Scheme of Enhanced resolution Imaging flow cytometry (IFC) experimental set-
up. Inset Image corresponded to DNA detection by Metal Enhanced Fluorescence (MEF) 
from Core-shell and Core-less nanoparticles . Reprinted with permission from Ref 2 (Denis 
Boudreau, et al.). Copyright 2011 ACS Nano
 
Figure 2. a) Scheme of Cross Channel Microfluidic Chip. b) Inset Images corresponded 
to (i) Ultraluminescent gold Core-shell Silica NPs and (ii) and (iii) modified Silica 
nanoparticles with supramolecular systems as mimetics of antibodies antigens interactions 
for targeted Organic Fluorescent molecular reporter complexations and detection by 
Laser Fluorescence Microscopy. Reprinted with permission from, Micronit Microfluidics 
Company and A. Guillermo Bracamonte, et al., respectively. Copyright 2019
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the reduction of even smaller volumes was desired and required for 
highly accurate Optical Nanomaterial characterizations, and improved 
resolutions for tracking of individual events. By this manner higher 
accurate methodologies for fabrication of In Flow channels within the 
nanoscale were developed and they are currently used in highly accurate 
and confined studies. Moreover, new potential In Flow studies based 
on individual Biostructures tracking, analysis and counting based on 
Bacteria labelling with Ultraluminescent gold Core-shell Nanoparticles 
[12] and genetically modified Fluorescent Bacteria grafting with silver 
nanoparticles [13] by MEF Imaging detections would be of high impact 
as well (Figure 2).
Nano-fluidics
Fabrication of Nanofluidic devices involucrated dimensions below 
100.0 nm, and by this manner within lower volumes, it was obtained 
higher volume and surface ratios from individual Nanoarchitectures 
or small Nanoaggregates where the chemical interactions and new 
properties at short length scales had taken higher relevancies [14]. 
These confined spaces showed to be very useful for studies of new 
material properties and applications where a highly accurate control of 
volumes, concentrations and flows should be applied. However, within 
this field there are many Research projects and Funding in progress 
that it will provide knowledge accompanied with new insides and 
breakthroughs ideas for a large number of Life Science Research as well 
as from applied Nano- to Micro-technologies within different Research 
areas.
As for example it could be mentioned studies of Nano-Optics 
within low volumes for individual nanoparticles analysis and tracking. 
Recently it was reported a real time Plasmonic lasing from Nanocavities 
arrays incorporated within Nano-channels [15] (Figure 3). This study 
showed the potential of analysis within the near field for MEF [16] 
applications as tool of Bio-assays based on single Nanoplatforms 
analysis where it could be targeted few molecules at Single Molecule 
Detection (SMD) [17-20] level. As for example, for new developments 
of DNA detection for Genomics based on SMD approaches by Single 
Nanospectroscopy it could be applied. By this manner Potential 
applications from In Flow methodologies already studied and validated 
as free PCR detection of SRY gen in real blood samples [21] based on 
Enhanced Luminescent Nanoplatforms by MEF tracking would be of 
high impact as well (Figure 3).
Moreover, within confined spaces in the Nano-scale were Infrared 
Spectroscopically tracked water Molecular interactions based on 
a Plasmonics-Nanofluidics hybrid device [22]. This configuration 
permitted to confine and let the molecules interact with a high Energy 
Plasmonic array that it generated molecular-Plasmonic coupling from 
the modified vibronic modes. In this manner it was elucidated the 
H-bonds network in comparison to bulk water. This communication 
showed the high sensitivity of the Plasmonic interactions joined to In 
Flow Nanofluidics from just water hidrogen bonding. Potential future 
applications for Biomolecular interactions are of high interest. 
In addition, these confined volumes could be used as highly 
accurate controlled targeted drug and Nanoparticles delivery. As for 
example, from neurological disorders and needs of novel therapeutic 
solutions, it was opened the interest of low volume administrations 
of drugs by an accurate and precise administration. By this way, 
controlled Drug delivery within mouse brain by low volume injections 
based on Microfluidics channels close to the Nanoscale was recently 
reported [23]. This high impact approach was based on a neural 
probe incorporating a microfluidic ion pump for on-demand drug 
delivery and electrodes for recording local neural activity. This delivery 
approach enabled precise drug release into the brain region of a rodent 
model of epilepsy with negligible local pressure increase. This In Flow 
approach could be applied as well for new Nanomedical treatments 
with controlled targeted Cargo Nanoparticles administrations and 
incorporation of Optrodes for neuronal signaling tracking [24]. In 
addition, another example based on the versatility of Chip fabrication 
and their incorporation within standard instrumentation, as for example 
it should be highligthed the nano flow cytometer for single lipid vesicle 
analysis [25]; that it could be expanded to another Nano and Micro-
structures of Biological interest. At this point it should be mentioned as 
example the importance of targeted Exosomal RNA particles detection, 
involucrated in long-distance intercellular communications in diabetes 
[26] and cancer [27].
So, in this manner it was showed the huge potential and 
large number of applications from the Micro to the Nano-InFlow 
methodologies in progress. Future advanced applications of high 
impact it should be developped in the next years. 
Plasmonic and enhanced fluorescence wave-guiding
The generation and detection of different wave signals, from 
communication to sensing applications based on Waveguides, is still 
being a challenge due to signal losses within the conductive materials. 
This observation generated special interest of enhanced signal studies 
from new Hybrids materials, Meta-materials and instrumental set-ups 
approaches. 
In this field Silicon Photonics showed to be largely applied for 
different Micro-devices fabrications. These devices were based on their 
intrinsic properties of Silicon related with Optical transparent properties 
accompanied with semi-conductive characteristics in controlled 
conditions. As for example it could be mentioned Silica Waveguides, 
as modified silica surfaces to conduct signals within patterned guides. 
In this type of devices, the signal transduction occurred through planar 
modified surfaces; and by this manner the transduction of detected 
light signals of targeted wavelengths generated from the Nano-scale 
Figure 3. Lasing emissions from Au Nanoparticles arrays tuned in real time. a) Scheme 
of the dynamic laser; b) photograph of the device; c) switching lasing wavelengths 
and; d) shifting lasing wavelengths. Note: In c, IR-140 dye molecules were dissolved 
in DMSO (blue) and BA (red). In d, IR-140 dye molecules were dissolved in DMSO 
(blue), DMSO:BA=2:1 (red), DMSO: BA=1:2 (purple) and BA (black). DMSO:dimethyl 
sulfoxide, BA: benzyl alcohol. The emission intensities were normalized. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref 13 (Teri W. Odom, et al.). Copyright 2015 Nature
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could be transmitted through mili-meters lengths. However, in order to 
avoid signal losses, it should be specially considered the modification of 
the Silicon channels with different conductive materials depending of 
the targeted signals as well as of the design of the guide channels.
About fabrication and modification of Silica waveguides, it could 
be mentioned new Metamaterials by Resonant Plasmonic approaches 
with Core-shell nanoparticles for Fluorescence signals routing with 
potential applications for Biomolecular sensing within microdevices 
[28]. In addition, these Metamaterials applied for Silica Wave-guides 
have high impact within studies of Quantum optical circuits as well 
as for Routing, and Detection of Resonance Fluorescence recently 
reported on On-Chips [29] based on semi-conductive materials.
Moreover, it was reported recently strongly Confined Surface 
Plasmon Polaritons Waveguiding Enabled by Planar Staggered Plasmonic 
Waveguides [30]. In this manner, it was arrived to signals transductions 
and detections in the Far Field from generated Electromagnetic fields 
within the near Field of metallic surfaces within Silica Wave-guides by 
Laser excitation. The mentioned near and Far field were related with 
shorter distances at the Nanoscale and longer-ones respectively. These 
Advanced signals Wave-guiding Research approaches are in progress 
and potential high impact applications for new analytical and Bio-
analytical methodologies are desired and required. However, it should 
be highlighted that the signal propagation and transduction occurred 
in one dimension within patterned waveguides were applied through 
microfluidics channels in contact with conductive modified surfaces 
for fabrication of standard Spectroscopical instrumentation that today 
is commercially available. This Spectroscopic Technique is known as 
Optical Waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy (OWLS). This technique 
could be used from In Flow surface characterization studies [31] to Cell 
and Molecular detection [32] and adsorption of proteins detection as 
well [33] (Figure 4).
Just to finish it should be mentioned that many techniques for 
fabrication of Silica Wave-guides are based on different Lithography 
techniques with multi-layered depositions over silica substrates and 
surface modifications by Laser etching and electro-beam irradiations 
[34]. The control in the Fabrication of these devices arrived to the 
design of Silicon Photonic Wire Waveguides [35],where a Silica core 
was surrounded by silica-based cladding within dimension below 500 
nm of diameters that enhanced the refractive index, improved the 
total internal reflection and diminished the signal loss with a similar 
approach to Optical fibers that it could be applied to accurate and 
targeted sensing applications.
So, based on the different mentioned Research directions new 
approaches of signal transductions based on Silicon Meta-materials are 
attended to be developed in the next years for high impact applications 
in different Research Fields.
Laser and instrumentations from the Nobel Prize of 
Physics 2018
The aim of this section was to discuss and highlight the 
importance of the applications of Lasers, not only for Microfluidics 
to Nanofluidics fabrications, but as well for source of high Energy 
photons for Biophotonics and Clinical Research and New Medical 
treatments. And within this Research Field, especially this year 
it should be mentioned the Nobel Prize of Physics 2018 for the 
developments of Tools made of light [36] shared by USA, France and 
Canada, as Optical tweezers [37,38] and generation of high-intensity, 
ultra-short optical pulses [39,11], ; with many applications.
These applications were based on Laser Instrumentation with 
high Energy photon generation comparable to x- and gamma rays 
energies that demonstrated dense matter and even nuclear structures 
characterization, to be applied for Cancer treatments, Optical 
Biostructure trapping, Bioimaging, Ultrafast Images of matter, Eye 
surgeries and commercial electronic devices. 
This invention was named as Chirped Pulses Amplified (CPA) 
characterized by the generation of short pulses below 1 ps with energies 
at the Joule level by stretching of a short, low energy pulse within a 
single optical fiber. This pulse was linearly chirped in the fiber by 
combination of group velocity dispersion and self-phase modulation. 
The stretched pulse was obtained by amplification and compression by 
a double grating compressor [40]. In this manner it could be obtained 
fully compressed pulses that allowed higher energies to be achieved 
before self-focusing occurs (Figure 5). In this scheme the chirp was 
illustrated with colours. Initially the gain medium (amplifier) was 
Nd:glass, whereas today, another common gain medium is Ti:sapphire. 
The impact of shortened pulses below ps permitted higher improved 
resolution by impact of higher Energy photons. Within the applications 
it could be mentioned the related with Life-Sciences as for example 
the manipulation of Single Living Cells Using Infra-Red Laser Beams 
[41] and eye surgeries [42]. The application of these Ultra-fast short 
pulsed Lasers permitted to improve and avoid collateral damages from 
their intrinsic higher Energy focused beam that permitted enhanced 
resolution and accuracy on their dissections in “Cataratas” surgeries 
(Figure 5).
Future perspectives of inflow micro and nanofluidics 
within nanophotonics, biophotonics and nanomedicine
From the Known-how related with the accurate control of the 
Microscale to the Nanoscale with High Energy Lasers over chemically 
modified surfaces by different methodologies it was possible the 
design of variable Micro- and Nano-patterning. Based on these 
designs, depending of the materials used, it was arrived to different 
applications. One of them, it was the fabrication of controlled sized 
confined channels for sensing and drug delivery. Then it was coupled 
to different Optical approaches for excitation of the sample to collect 
information from their intrinsic material properties of the Fluids 
and new detection approaches as well. These synthesized Micro and 
Nanodevices, today are largely applied for Research and Developments 
applications accompanied with incorporation in already developed 
In Flow methodologies where the known-how of fabrication of 
capillary channels coupled to Optical systems as well took the main 
Figure 4. The physical configuration of OWLS. The angle at which incident light is guided 
with constructive interference and signal transduction to the photodiode detectors is used to 
calculate the effective refractive index of the waveguide. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref 25 (Jinke Tang, et al.). Copyright 2012 Sensors
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relevance. And it was already demonstrated their incorporation on real 
applications with the consequent impact on the market as for example 
by In Flow Cytometry instrumentation [43]. 
So, From the Research and Development point of view, the question 
that it should be answered is what it will be developed next. But, as it 
was discussed in this Review application related with Nanostructures 
synthesis, Nano-optics studies based on In Flow single nanoparticles 
analysis are of high impact. Moreover, these low volume Flows permit 
to be proposed for advanced Research applications as controlled drug 
delivery. This application challenge, even the brain barriers that opened 
legal debates from mouse to primates applications due to the accurate 
tissue cut where each mm counts for penetration of the Micro-, Nano-
device in the cranial space. In addition, to these devices could be 
coupled to Opto-sensors for Real time Sensing applications.
Moreover, the Biomolecular In Flow sensing applications on Lab.-
On particles to study molecular and molecular-cell interactions, at low 
concentrations and Single Molecular (SMD) Detection levels, have 
a high impact on Future applications. In addition enhanced signal 
transduction should be developed within surface Waveguiding for 
Micro-devices fabrications, that they could be easily coupled to all In 
Flow methodologies.
These In Flow confined volume approaches are possible with 
low volume uses, fast detection and tracking, and low costs due 
to their required small reagent quantities. In addition the relative 
easy accessibility to design your own In-Flow Chips by the use of 
Kits for fabrications provided by commercial Companies increase 
the accessibility and possibilities of new studies. In addition their 
incorporation in standard instrumentation of Research and Clinical 
Laboratories, coupled with advanced Optical approaches, it will permit 
new approaches for advanced studies that it will open new debates and 
discussion about their real applications as well. As for example, from 
Genomics applications it could be mentioned available DNA detection 
boxes for forensic applications offered for the most known and 
important companies that opened law debates as well. In this manner, 
we are just in the beginning of a huge Research field with high Science, 
Industry and Social impact.
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